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New additions to the TypeTogether team 

TypeTogether welcomes three new members to the team: Sonja Keller, Font Engineer, Irene 
Vlachou, Senior Type Designer and Elena Veguillas, Communications Manager. This exciting 
development is part of our ongoing efforts to deliver friendly customer support, technical 
quality and excellent type design.

Sonja is an experienced font production ninja, who will take care of all the technical aspects 
of OpenType and web font development. Irene’s knowledge in multi-script design and her 
keen eye on quality will encourage a fresh approach to typography. She will be involved in 
the creation of new typefaces as well as expanding existing projects. Elena’s role will be to 
enliven TypeTogether’s communications and research. In addition she will also handle any 
aspects related to branding and the press office.

Irene Vlachou is a typeface designer based in Athens. She graduated from the graphic  
design program of Vakalo School of Art & Design in Athens and she holds an MA in Type-
face Design from the University of Reading. Currently Irene is collaborating with various 
international type foundries and working as a Greek consultant on several projects.
Contact her at irene@type-together.com

Sonja Keller is a font and web engineer based in Berlin. She began her professional career 
at Linotype where she worked in customer support for several years. She left Linotype to 
focus on programming, both online and desktop, with fonts at Mota Italic. Along the way 
Sonja has also developed a fascination with writings systems and non-Latin scripts. 
Contact her at sonja@type-together.com

Elena Veguillas is a designer and journalist based in London. She designs and writes mainly 
with and about typography. In 2009 she co-founded the Spanish publishing house Tipo e, 
devoted to Latin typography. She has taken the time to complete an MA (Res) in Typography 
and Graphic Communication at the University of Reading. Elena frequently contributes 
articles and reviews to various design and typography related Spanish media. 
Contact her at elena@type-together.com
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